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BBC R&D exists to give competitive advantage to the BBC through
technology. This year, we have played a leading part in some of the BBC’s
most significant achievements: a team effort between R&D people and
colleagues from all parts of the BBC and our partners in industry.
Among our achievements were world
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into the production office. Our work
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Peter Bury
Head of Research & Development
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Once again, the quality of our work has been recognised by our peers.
This year we have received many awards, covering many of the areas
of our work.
PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS AWARDS 1999,
PRESENTED AT IBC
In September 1999, the BBC and its collaborative partners received several awards
and commendations. BBC R&D was a significant contributor to several of these.
BBC Digital Services received the award for the Launch of the Year for the launch
of the BBC’s new Digital Services. BBC R&D was the design authority, providing
technical input in the provision of the technical architecture.
BBC R&D and the BBC’s SMART project won the award for acquisition
technology for their work on multi-camera, cable-free programme acquisition.
SMART have been pioneering the use of new technology to create low cost, high
quality programmes. BBC R&D’s part in the award winning work was to provide
guidance on cable-free cameras.
The award for Transmission Technology was given to the MOTIVATE
collaborative project for its work on mobile digital terrestrial television, and in
particular for the demonstration of TV on a Tram at IBC ’99. The award reflects the

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
TELEVISION ARTS
AND SCIENCES EMMY FOR
SOUND IN SYNCS

work of all the partners in the MOTIVATE project, including BBC R&D, and

Nearly 30 years after its completion,

together with Playback HD for the making of Cecilia & Bryn at Glyndebourne. The

the BBC’s sound distribution

same collaboration won the Best Television Presentation of a stage dance at ‘Dance

technology, Sound in Syncs, has won an

Screen 99’ June 1999.

especially Nozema, Deutsche Telekom and NDS.
In addition, we were highly commended for the Plasma Display Panel interface
(now licensed to Delphi), and highly commended under ‘Achievement in Acquisition’

Emmy – BBC R&D’s third. Sound in
system used to convey television sound

...AND SOME AWARDS WON
BY OUR INDUSTRIAL PARTNERS
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We are keen to see our ideas successfully taken up by industry. This year, three such

was in BBC service for more than

products have received major awards.

Syncs (SiS) – the digital transmission

15 years from 1970 and was adopted

called Shake Out, and Radamec won the Television Broadcasters’ Pick of the Show

the sound and picture signals to be

award for

combined and was the first example of
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At NAB ’99, Snell & Wilcox won the IBE editors award for Steadyshot, now

by many other broadcasters. It enabled

free-d.

At IBC ‘99 the Peter Wayne award was presented to Snell & Wilcox for

broadcast equipment, in quantity

Archangel, a system which improves the quality of archive material. Both

production, to make extensive use of

the Snell & Wilcox products are derivatives of work developed with our help in the

digital techniques.

Aurora project.
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